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ABSTRACT
Performance of Phase and Amplitude Gradient Estimator Method for Calculating Energy
Quantities in a Plane-Wave Tube Environment
Daxton Hawks
Department of Physics
Research Experience for Undergraduates

Acoustic intensity, energy densities, and impedance are useful quantities when considering
sound fields. Calculating these energy quantities relies on measurements of acoustic pressure and
particle velocity. Pressure and particle velocity can be directly measured, but direct
measurements of particle velocity are difficult to make, and are normally innacurate. A more
common and effective way to find particle velocity is to estimate it using pressure measurements
from two closely-spaced microphones. The traditional way of estimating particle velocity is
severely limited by frequency. The PAGE method, developed at Brigham Young University,
extends the frequency bandwidth at which accurate estimations can be made. A rigorous
investigation of the performance of the PAGE method in a one-dimensional plane wave tube
environment is made. Results from this investigation show that the PAGE method outperforms
the traditional method substantially for all energy quantities. [Work supported by the National
Science Foundation Grant #1461219.]
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Acoustic energy quantities, more specifically acoustic intensity, have been a subject of research
for several years. Methods for calculating intensity include using an intensity probe, and making
estimations based on pressure measurements from two closely-spaced microphones. Intensity
probes have the ability of calculating intensity directly, but are often difficult to use and are
inaccurate in their measurements. Because of this, estimating the intensity is a more common
practice. The previously used estimation method used to calculate intensity, referred to as the
traditional method for the length of this work, yields accurate estimates over a limited frequency
bandwidth, which is dictated by microphone spacing. A new method has been developed at BYU
that overcomes the limitations of the traditional method. Previous research in investigating
acoustic intensity have involved two- and three-dimensional systems, with applications in
laboratory-scale jet noise,5 near-field intensity of static rockets firing,6 full-scale jet noise4 ,
1

interference fields7 and various arrangements of monopoles.8 While the PAGE method has
greatly increased the usable bandwidth of intensity calculations in various applications, it is
necessary to perform a rigorous investigation in a controlled environment. This work is designed
to validate the performance of the PAGE method in a plane wave environment, not just for
acoustic intensity, but for other energy quantities as well.

1.2

Acoustic Energy Quantities

Acoustic energy-based quantities include acoustic intensity, acoustic energy density, and
acoustic impedance. These quantities can be used to characterize a sound field.9 Acoustic
intensity describes the rate at which energy flows through a certain area. The potential energy
density describes how much energy is stored due to the compression of the air due to a sound
wave. Kinetic energy describes the energy of the moving air particles. Acoustic impedance is a
ratio of the acoustic pressure and particle velocity that describes the medium’s effect on the wave
field. The following sections give mathematical expressions for each of these quantities.
As is explained in Chapter 3, the Fast Fourier Transform of the measured waveform is taken,
assuming time harmonic processing. This processing transforms the data into the frequency
domain. The absolute value of the single-sided Fourier Transform is the autospectrum that
displays the amplitude as a function of frequency. From this autospectrum, the energy quantities
described in this section can be calculated.

1.2.1 Acoustic Pressure
Acoustic pressure is the amount of force per unit area exerted by a wave. For the scope of this
work, this pressure refers to the pressure fluctuations about the equilibrium pressure caused by a
2

sound wave. The pressure is calculated by taking the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of the
waveform measured by pressure microphones. The FFT returns the data as complex pressure,
𝒑(𝑟⃑, 𝜔), for microphone position 𝑟⃑ and angular frequency 𝜔. The acoustic pressure can then be
used in further processing to find other energy quantities. The complex pressure can be written in
two ways:
𝒑(𝑟⃑, 𝜔) = Re(𝒑(𝑟⃑, 𝜔)) + 𝑖 Im(𝒑(𝑟⃑, 𝜔)) = 𝑷(𝑟⃑, 𝜔)𝑒 −𝑗𝛷(𝑟⃑,𝜔) .
where 𝛷 is the phase and 𝑗 = √−1 . The complex pressure is returned as a sound pressure level
(SPL), which is a logarithmic measure of pressure relative to a reference pressure, and is
calculated by

SPL = 10 log10 (

𝑃𝑚
),
𝑃ref

where 𝑃𝑚 is the measured pressure, and 𝑃ref = 20 𝜇𝑃𝑎. SPL is returned in decibels (dB).

1.2.2 Acoustic Particle Velocity
The acoustic particle velocity describes the speed at which a small amount of fluid, known as an
acoustic particle, is travelling. The particle velocity can be expressed as

⃑⃑(𝑟⃑, 𝜔) =
𝒖

𝑗
𝛻𝒑(𝑟⃑, 𝜔),
𝜌0 𝑐

⃑⃑(𝑟⃑, 𝜔) is the particle velocity, 𝜌0 is the air density, 𝑐 is the speed of sound, and 𝒑(𝑟⃑, 𝜔)
where 𝒖
is the pressure in the frequency domain. This expression is calculated with Euler’s equation,
which is a representation of Newton’s second law for a time-harmonic process.

3

⃑⃑ directly, its is more common to estimate the particle
While there are transducers that measure 𝒖
velocity using the pressure gradient between two closely-spaced microphones, calculated as a
function of position and angular velocity. Likewise in practice, time-averaged values are used
for particle velocity, as it is understood that not all particles have the same velocity.

1.2.3 Acoustic Intensity
Acoustic intensity is defined as the amount of sound power per unit area. It is calculated as a
product of the complex pressure and the complex conjugate of the particle velocity, both of
which are functions of position and angular velocity

𝑰⃑(𝑟⃑, 𝜔) =

1
𝒑(𝑟⃑, 𝜔) 𝒖∗ (𝑟⃑, 𝜔),
2

where * means conjugate. The complex acoustic intensity can also be written as a combination of
real and imaginary parts that correspond to active and reactive intensity, respectively:
𝑰⃑(𝑟⃑, 𝜔) = ⃑⃑⃑⃑
𝐼𝑎 (𝑟⃑, 𝜔) + 𝑗 ⃑⃑⃑
𝐼𝑟 (𝑟⃑, 𝜔).
The active and reactive intensities can be compared to the resistive and inductive characteristics
of an LRC circuit. The active intensity is related to the resistance a sound wave experiences as it
propagates, which in this work is down the length of the plane wave tube. The reactive intensity
is the sloshing of energy found in standing waves or near acoustic sources, and is similar to an
inductance.
For the purpose of this work, the acoustic intensity will be represented as sound intensity level
(SIL), which similar to SPL, is a measure of intensity relative to a reference intensity. SIL can be
calculated by
4

𝐼
𝑆𝐼𝐿 = 10 log10 ( ),
𝐼0
Where 𝐼 is the calculated intensity, 𝐼0 = 10−12 𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑠/𝑚2, and SIL is returned in dB.

1.2.4 Acoustic Energy Density
The acoustic energy density describes the total energy of the wave, as a function of position and
angular velocity. The total energy consists of potential and kinetic energy:

𝐸𝑝 (𝑟⃑, 𝜔) =

𝐸𝑘 (𝑟⃑, 𝜔) =

|𝒑(𝑟⃑, 𝜔)|2
4𝜌0 𝑐

𝜌0
|𝒖(𝑟⃑, 𝜔)|2 .
4

1.2.5 Acoustic Impedance
Acoustic impedance is essentially the effect that a specific medium has on a wave. It is defined
as a ratio of the complex pressure and the particle velocity, both as functions of direction, 𝑟⃑, and
angular velocity, 𝜔. The expression

𝒛(𝑟⃑, 𝜔) =

𝒑(𝑟⃑, 𝜔)
,
𝒛(𝑟⃑, 𝜔)

exhibits this ratio. 𝒛(𝑟⃑, 𝜔) represents the impedance as a function of position in the frequency
domain.

5

1.3 Thesis scope and outline
While several applications of finding acoustic intensity have involved calculated in two and three
dimensions, a systematic evaluation of the performance of the processing errors is needed. This
work investigates the performance of the PAGE method in a plane-wave tube environment by
comparing it to the traditional method and the analytical results for the energy quantities.
Calculations using both the traditional method and the PAGE method for active intensity,
reactive intensity, potential energy, kinetic energy, and impedance are set forth. While potential
energy, kinetic energy, and impedance can be calculated using the traditional and PAGE method,
the focus of this paper is on active and reactive intensity.

6

Chapter 2
Methods
In this chapter, a description of a plane wave is set forth.. The analytical expressions for these
energy quantities are given. The experimental system is described, and data collection methods
are set forth. Finally, validation of the data is described, explaining ways that the data collected
was improved.

2.1 Plane-Wave Case
A plane wave is defined such that there is constant phase and amplitude on surfaces
perpendicular to the direction of travel.14 Investigating a plane-wave environment is ideal for the
scope of this work for several reasons. First, plane waves describe restricted waves travelling in a
duct or a pipe. The tube used in this work creates this sort of environment. Second, plane waves
can describe the propagation of waves far from the sound source. Third, general wave fields can
be described as a superposition of plane waves with various amplitudes, frequencies, and phases.
The broadband noise used in this work contains sound of a wide band of frequencies, and as a
result, creates a sound wave field with various amplitudes, frequencies, and amplitudes. Because
all of these characteristics can be manipulated, the plane-wave environment created by the tube
7

is an ideal environment for an investigation of the performance of the PAGE method to calculate
acoustic energy quantities.
For simple acoustic sources, analytical expressions for the energy quantities can be found. The
following equations are the analytical expressions for the various energy quantities for a plane
wave studied in this work.
The acoustic pressure and particle velocity can be represented by
𝒑𝑨 (𝑟⃑, 𝜔) = 𝑃(𝑟⃑, 𝜔)𝑒 −𝑗𝑘𝑟 ,
and

𝒖𝑨 =

𝑃(𝑟⃑, 𝜔) −𝑗𝑘𝑟
𝑒
.
𝜌0 𝑐

, where 𝑘 is the wave number. For the plane wave case, the active and reactive intensities are
very different. For a propagating wave, the sound intensity level should match the sound
pressure. Because the reactive intensity is associated a standing wave, the expected reactive
intensity is zero The expressions describing active and reactive intensity are

𝐼𝑎 𝐴 (𝑟⃑, 𝜔) =

𝑃(𝑟⃑, 𝜔)2
,
2𝜌0 𝑐

and
𝐼𝑟 𝐴 (𝑟⃑, 𝜔) = 0,
The potential and kinetic energy densities, on a logarithmic scale, are expected to follow the
sound pressure levels as well. The potential energy density can be calculated using
8

𝑃(𝑟⃑, 𝜔)2
𝐸𝑝 𝐴 (𝑟⃑, 𝜔) =
,
4𝜌0 𝑐 2
while kinetic energy density can be calculated using
𝑃(𝑟⃑, 𝜔)2
𝐸𝑘 𝐴 (𝑟⃑, 𝜔) =
,
4𝜌0 𝑐 2
it is expected to see a Gaussian-like curve with respect to frequency. Sound intensity level should
match the suond pressure for propagating plane wave.
For the plane-wave case, because ideally there are no standing waves, the impedance is
approximately 𝜌0 𝑐, expressed as
𝒛𝑨 = 𝜌0 𝑐.
where 𝑘 is the wave number.
These analytical expressions allow us to evaluate the performance of the traditional and PAGE
method calculations for our plane-wave environment.

2.2 Processing Methods
The following sections set forth the traditional method for estimating acoustic intensity, as well
as the new PAGE method developed at BYU for estimating acoustic intensity. While this work
focuses mainly on the intensity quantities, the calculations for the energy density and impedance
are very similar. Both the traditional method and the PAGE method involve using the complex
pressure as measured by various microphones, and the differences between the two methods are
discussed.

9

2.2.1 Traditional Method
The approximation to the particle velocity 𝒖 involves estimating a gradient of the pressures
measured by two or more microphones. For a two-mic case, the gradient is estimated by

̂ =
𝛻𝑝

𝛥𝑝
,
Δ𝑟

̂ is the estimated pressure gradient, 𝛥𝑝 is the difference of measured pressures between
Where 𝛻𝑝
microphones, and Δ𝑟 is the spacing between microphones. For cases using more than two
microphones, the division by Δ𝑟 is replaced by a matrix operation as described in Thomas et al.
Using this estimated gradient, the complex pressure can be calculated by
1

̂ ∗,
𝑰(𝑟⃑, 𝜔) = 𝜔𝜌 𝑝0 𝛻𝑝
0

̂ ∗ is the conjugate of the estimated pressure gradient.
where 𝛻𝑝
A general spatial sampling rule is that a wave needs to be sampled at least twice per wavelength.
The highest frequency at which a wave can be sampled at least twice per wavelength is called the
spatial Nyquist frequency (SNF), and is represented by

SNF =

𝑐
.
2Δ𝑟

When the frequency of the signal becomes larger than SNF, spatial aliasing begins to occur. It
can also be seen that as Δ𝑟 becomes large, the SNF gets smaller. This means that spatial aliasing
will start occurring at lower and lower frequencies the larger the spacing between microphones,
and the traditional method will begin to be less accurate. This SNF causes a severe bandwidth
limitation on the traditional method.
10

When this does not happen, spatial aliasing occurs and the gradient estimate is incorrect. Thus,
with small microphone spacing, the phase difference as calculated by the microphones becomes
small with respect to the uncertainty associated with the microphone. Using the traditional
method, calculating accurate low frequency estimates can be done by using a large microphone
spacing. On the other hand, the high frequency estimates are severely limited because spatial
aliasing occurs where wavelength is small relative to the spacing between microphones.

2.2.2 PAGE Method
The purpose of this work is to investigate a method that can expand the bandwidth at which
acoustic quantities can be accurately estimated. The Phase and Amplitude Gradient Estimator
method (or PAGE method) has been developed in the recent years at Brigham Young University
to be the means of calculating the acoustic energy quantities list previously. It works similarly to
the traditional method, in which the particle velocity is estimated by calculating a pressure
gradient across microphones. However, instead of using the complex pressure together to make
the calculations, the PAGE method uses the magnitude and phase separately. The pressure
amplitude gradient in the direction of propagation can be estimated by

̂ =
𝛻𝑃

𝛥𝑝
,
𝛥𝑟

and the phase gradient can be estimated using

̂ =
𝛻𝜙

𝛥𝛷
,
𝛥𝑟

where 𝛥𝛷 is the phase difference between two microphones. The phase difference is calculated
by the argument of the transfer function, which can be expressed by

11

𝑝1
𝛥𝛷 = arg ( ) ,
𝑝2
where 𝑝1 and 𝑝2 are pressure expressions as measured by two microphones.
An issue that arises in data processing for both the traditional method and the PAGE method is
phase wrapping. As the wavelength becomes small compared to the spacing between
microphones, the phase difference between microphone becomes large. The algorithm used
causes any phase difference that falls outside a certain range to have 2𝜋 subtracted or added to it
to keep it within that range. This is the phase wrapping. This gives us inaccurate calculations for
the phase difference across microphones. The PAGE method fixes this problem by
“unwrapping”. When there is a difference in phase that is outside the range specified, 2𝜋 is
added or subtracted to accommodate for the 2𝜋 subtracted or added. This allows for a more
accurate depiction of what the phase difference really is between the two microphones.
Ultimately, it is the phase unwrapping that allows the PAGE method to work past the functional
bandwidth of the traditional method.
These estimated pressure amplitude and phase gradients can then be used to calculate the active
and reactive intensities respectively, using

𝐼𝑎 =

1 2
𝑃 𝛻𝛷,
𝜔𝜌𝑜

and

𝐼𝑟 = −

1
𝑃∇𝑃.
𝜔𝜌0

12

The total acoustic intensity at a given frequency is the sum of the active and reactive intensities
at that frequency.
The PAGE method, by estimating the pressure amplitude and phase gradients separately, is able
to overcome the frequency limitations of the traditional method and extend the usable bandwidth
to higher frequencies at which acoustic intensity can be calculated. This method is effective
because the amplitude and phase vary more linearly over space than the real and imaginary parts
of the complex pressure do, and thus the estimate for acoustic intensity is more accurate.
Likewise, the bandwidth at which acoustic intensity can be calculated by the PAGE method is
extended to lower frequencies. If this is the case, the calculations made are useless. However, by
making the microphone spacing large, the phase difference calculated moves away from the
microphone uncertainty, and the calculations are more valuable.

2.3 Experiment

Figure 1. Photo of experimental setup. The DAQ is connected to the speaker system, as well as the National
Instruments Hardware on the shelf. The anechoic end can be seen on the far right of the image. The Kestrel Weather
System is the yellow instrument on the desk.
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The plane-wave tube as shown in Figure 1 is made of thick transparent plastic, has an internal
diameter of 10 cm, and is 264 cm long from the source to the beginning of the termination. It has
several bolts in the top, spaced 5 cm apart, which can be removed and replaced with
microphones pointed into the tube, with the diaphragms flush against the side of the tube. The
microphones are G.R.A.S. ½-inch pre-polarized pressure microphones. These capacitor-based
microphones are useful because of their ability to receive input from very high frequencies at
very low amplitude. The tube is connected to a loudspeaker that can emit sine waves, sawtooth
waves, broadband Gaussian noise, etc. For the purposes of this study, the loudspeaker emits
broadband Gaussian noise. Both the loudspeaker output and the microphone inputs is controlled
via National Instruments data-acquisition system (DAQ) controlled by the BYU Acoustic Field
Recorder (AFR) LabView software on a computer.
The Acoustic Field Recorder is a LabView VI that was created by the Dr. Kent Gee and the
BYU Acoustics Research Group. It was made to be able to control the sound emitted by a
loudspeaker via DAQ, and to receive and process signals received by microphones (also
connected to the DAQ), and prepare the signal for further processing. The measurements made
by AFR are recorded as a binary file, which can be processed by means explained in Chapter 3.
A Brüel & Kjær PULSE system was used to verify that the AFR does produce broadband
Gaussian noise, so the AFR is effective in controlling the loudspeaker and the microphones.
An anechoic termination at the end of the tube is be used to investigate a plane-wave field. The
anechoic termination is a 173 cm-long extension of the tube, which contains a foam wedge and
dense fibrous material at the very end. This foam wedge and fibrous material serves to absorb
sound energy and prevent reflection of sound waves off the end of the termination.
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An important element of our system is the ambient conditions inside and around the tube. The
temperature, humidity, and atmospheric density and pressure inside the tube all affect acoustical
quantities, so it is important that those values are monitored. The acoustics research group at
BYU owns a Kestrel Weather Meter, which we can connect via Bluetooth to AFR to monitor
these ambient conditions. These meteorological conditions are used to calculate the actual speed
of sound in the tube. The speed of sound in dry air can be found with the following equation:
𝑐𝑑𝑟𝑦 = 𝑐0𝐾 √𝑇𝐾 /273.15,
where 𝑐0𝐾 is 331m/s, and 𝑇𝐾 is the measured temperature in Kelvin. From this equation, we can
find the speed of sound taking into account water vapor in the air with
𝑐wet = 𝑐dry (1 + 0.16ℎ),
where ℎ is the fraction of the total molecules that are water vapor, approximated as
273.16
(−6.386[
]
RH 1
𝑇0
ℎ=
10
100 𝒫0

1.261

+4.6151)

.

Here, RH is the relative humidity in %, and 𝒫0 is in atmospheres. These equations allow for a
more accurate speed of sound value, and thus increase confidence in the calculations.
Several different measurements were made, in order to investigate several different cases of
microphone spacing. Initial measurements were made with four microphones being placed in the
tube, as shown in Figure 1. This particular configuration allows calculations to be made based on
microphone spacing of 5 cm, 10 cm, 15 cm, 25 cm, and 30 cm. Once these measurements were
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Figure 2. Microphones were placed approximately halfway between the speaker and the anechoic termination, with
spacing between adjacent microphones being 5 cm, 10 cm, and 15 cm.

Figure 3. 7 microphones spaced 10cm apart, placed roughly in the middle of the tube. The middle microphone is not
phase-matched.

made, three more microphones were added to the array, equaling seven microphones total. Only
six phase-matched microphones were available to be used, so a non-phase matched ½-inch
microphone was placed as the middle microphone of the array. The microphones were spaced
equally at 10 cm apart, and measurements using broadband noise were made. Spacing the seven
microphones once more to 30 cm apart allowed for calculations for microphones spaced 183 cm
apart.
16

2.4 Verification
Upon taking initial measurements using broadband noise inside the tube, plotting the SPL of the
data showed some anomalies. Broadband noise is expected to produce a roughly Gaussian curve
when looking at a plot on a logarithmic scale. However, a bum at 40 Hz and a spike at 1000 Hz
appeared. In order to obtain the best results, it was imperative to resolve these issues and get as
close to a Gaussian curve as possible. The 40 Hz bump was determined to be caused by the
nonanechoic nature of the tube at low frequencies. The 1000 Hz spike was determined to be
caused by a resonance within the cavity of the loudspeaker. Previous projects had the inside of
the speaker insulated with a dense fibrous material to reduce the effect of this resonance, but the
insulation was removed. To re-insulate the cavity, polyester fiberfill was stuffed into the cavity
as densely as possible, and measurements were taken again. Figure 6 shows the comparison of
the initial spectrum and the spectrum after insulating the cavity. Insulating the cavity proved to
significantly reduce the 1000 Hz spike caused by the cavity resonance.

Figure 4. Comparison of the sound pressure level before and after insulating the cavity. With the cavity being
insulated with fibrous material, the 1000 Hz spike seen in earlier measurements is essentially eliminated.
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While making measurements of wide microphone spacing, it was discovered that the further the
microphone was placed in the tube from the speaker, the smaller the 40 Hz bump became, as is
shown in Figure 3. Once these problems were resolved, the data processing explained in the next
chapter became much more reliable, as the actual SPL of the broadband noise came as close to
Gaussian, on a logarithmic scale, as was possible.

Figure 5. Spectra from microphones at different distances from the loudspeaker emitting broadband noise.
The further the microphone from the speaker, the smaller the bump at 40 Hz. The further the microphone is
from the speaker, the more Gaussian-like the spectrum becomes.
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Chapter 3
Results
Once the data is collected, it can be processed by the IntensityWrapper_PlaneWave_dh.m code
as set forth in Appendix B. The program imports the binary files from either two or three
microphones as recorded by AFR, chunks the data into blocks, takes the Fourier transform of
each block, and then returns the single-sided scaled data in the form of a complex double matrix.
With this complex double matrix, the program then calculates the active and reactive intensities,
their respective magnitudes, directions, and decibel level, as well as kinetic and potential energy,
and impedance. For the two-microphone case, these quantities are being estimated at the
midpoint between the two microphones. For the three-microphone case, they are being calculated
from direct measurements of the middle microphone. Each of these quantities is calculated using
both the traditional and the PAGE methods. The program then plots these quantities in the
frequency domain. Each figure compares the traditional method and PAGE method calculations
to an analytical calculation for each quantity.
This chapter contains the results of the traditional and PAGE methods calculations of energy
quantities from the plane wave case.
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3.1 Energy Quantity Figures
The following pages contain figures that MATLAB returned after processing the collected data.
The figures show the different energy quantities based on various spacing between microphones,
for both the two-microphone and the three-microphone case. Also presented are error plots
relative to the analytical values for the energy quantities. Unless otherwise specified, the black
lines indicate the analytical values, the blue line the traditional method calculations, and the red
line the PAGE method.
Figure 6 displays the active intensity calculated analytically, by the traditional method, and the
PAGE method for two microphones spaced 2, 8, 12, 24, 36, and 72 inches apart. The results
show that the greater the microphone spacing, the sooner the traditional method falls away. This
is because the SPL decreases as the microphone spacing increases. While this occurs for the
traditional method, the PAGE method follows the analytical values very closely
Figure 7 shows the direction of the intensity active intensity vector for two microphones spaced
2, 8, 12, 24, 36, and 72 inches apart. As processed by the various scripts in Appendix B, the
wave propagates in the y-direction. The microphones are placed perpendicular to the direction of
propagation in the x-axis. As such the expected value for the direction is 90°. The PAGE method
stays with the anticipated value at all different microphone spacings, while the traditional method
breaks down.
Figure 8 shows the reactive intensity as calculated by the traditional and PAGE methods for
microphones spaced 2, 12, and 72 inches apart. The analytical values here are based on the
ambient conditions around the tube. An ideal case for the reactive intensity would involve a
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totally anechoic environment, and that is what would cause the reactive intensity to be zero. On a
logarithmic scale, this would cause the reactive intensity to be negative infinity. However,
because this is not the case, the analytical values are based on ambient noise. The traditional and
PAGE methods give inaccurate calculations of the reactive intensity. It is now being explored
why this is the case.
Figure 9 shows the potential and kinetic energy densities calculated for microphones spaced 2,
12, and 72 inches apart. Because of the potential and kinetic energies depending on the sound
pressure level, the expected values for the potential and kinetic energy follow the same form as
the sound pressure level. The calculated values from both the traditional and the PAGE method
for the potential energy are the same for this same reason. For the kinetic energy, the traditional
method falls off similar to the active intensity.
Figure 10 shows the impedance magnitude and phase calculated analytically, by the traditional
method, and the PAGE method. Because of the plane wave environment, it is expected that the
magnitude of the impedance is 𝜌0 𝑐 across the frequency bandwidth. It is also expected that the
impedance is in the direction of wave propagation, such that the direction is 0°. As the frequency
increases, the traditional method returns greater values for the impedance magnitude, as well as
more frequent spikes in impedance. These periodic spikes are caused by harmonics based on the
SNF. Likewise, the traditional method shows a straying from the 0° expected value in the
direction of the phase, which is interpreted as the impedance being in a different direction than in
the direction of wave propagation. The PAGE method, however, stays near the expected values
for both magnitude and phase of impedance.
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Figure 6. Active intensity as calculated analytically (black), by the traditional method (blue), and the PAGE method
(red). As the microphone spacing increases from 2 in at the top left to 72 in to the bottom right, the SNF decreases,
and the lower in frequency the traditional method begins to fall off. The SNF is the first downward spike on each
figure, and the subsequent downward spikes are multiples of the SNF. The PAGE method is consistent with the
analytical calculations through the frequency bandwidth of interest.
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Figure 7. Direction of the intensity, as calculated by the traditional method (blue) and the PAGE method (red). The
spacing of the microphones are the same as in Figure 6, with 2 inches on the top left, until 72 inches on the bottom
right. Because the intensity is measured in the x-axis, and the wave is travelling in the y-direction, the expected
direction is 90°. As the microphone spacing gets larger, the traditional method breaks down and shows the intensity
being in the same direction and in opposite direction as the propagation of the wave throughout the whole frequency
band. The PAGE method, however, calculates the direction as 90° through the whole frequency range.
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Figure 8. Reactive intensity as calculated by the traditional (blue) and PAGE methods (red), at various 𝚫𝒓 of 2
inches at the top to 72 inches at the bottom. The analytical values (black) are based on ambient noise, because there
is no way to isolate the system from sound in its current environment. It can be seen that both the traditional and
PAGE method, as they are calculated, are not accurate compared to the analytical values.
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Figure 9. Potential (left) and kinetic (right) energy densities as calculated by the traditional (blue) and PAGE
methods (black). The potential energy follows what the sound pressure level would be for both the traditional and
PAGE methods, because of their dependence on 𝑷𝟐𝐫𝐦𝐬 . The traditional method falls away for kinetic energy, as is
expected, while the PAGE method follows closely the analytical values.
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Figure 10. Impedance magnitude and phase as calculated analytically (black), by the traditional method (blue), and
the PAGE method (red). The analytical value for the impedance is 𝝆𝟎 𝒄, and the analytical value for the phase is
zero. The traditional method shows extreme amounts of impedance as frequency increases, where the values quickly
jump to being on the order of 105 , with a slight non-zero phase. Meanwhile, the PAGE method stays truer to the
analytical values.
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3.2 Error
Observing the calculations for active intensity and energy densities, the calculations follow the
form of a logarithmic function closely. This is to be expected, because the SPL by frequency of
the broadband white noise emitted by the speaker is approximately logarithmic. However, there
is a small amount of oscillation between 2300 and 3000 Hz. This can be attributed to the first
cross mode being excited.
The goal of this work is to expand the capability of the PAGE method to calculate acoustic
intensity past the SNF, thereby assuring that the PAGE method is superior to the traditional
method. A way that this can be accomplished is to plot the calculated intensities against a ratio of
the frequency bandwidth and the SNF. By plotting the intensities calculated from differentlyspaced microphones against their respective SNF’s, the ability of the PAGE method to push
accurate intensity calculations can be evaluated. The results can be seen in Figure 11.

Figure 11. Comparison of the traditional and PAGE method calculations of active intensity at various 𝚫𝒓, compared
to the SNF of each spacing. The traditional method, regardless of what 𝚫𝒓 is, falls away from the analytical values
prior to the SNF. The PAGE Method, for every 𝚫𝒓, extends the active intensity calculations past the SNF. It seems
that the larger the microphone spacing, the further past the SNF the active intensity calculations are made accurately.
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3.2.1 Three-Mic Case
Investigation of the three-microphone case, in addition to the two-microphone case, provides
useful information. When using two microphones, the pressure at the center of the probe is
estimated, and then the energy quantities are calculated. While using three microphones, the
pressure at the middle of the probe (in this work, the halfway point between microphones) is
measured directly and used for calculations. The purpose of the three-microphone case is to see
if the gradients are effected by estimation or measurement of the pressure measured at the center
of the probe.
Figure 12 shows a comparison of two- and three-microphone cases for calculating active
intensity. On the left is shown the two-mic case, and on the right is the three-mic case. The
outside two microphones used in the three microphone case have the same spacing as the two
microphones of the two-microphone case, and includes a microphone placed halfway between
them. As is before, the traditional method in blue falls off as the frequency increases for both
cases.
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Figure 12.Comparison of active intensity calculations using 2 and 3 microphones. Both the traditional method
(blue) and PAGE method (red) are plotted in comparison to the analytical values (black). The 3-microphone figures
have the same total spacing as the 2-microphone figures, but have a third microphone placed halfway between the
two. Including the third microphone in the calculations makes the calculations more accurate, particularly at the
oscillation between 2300 and 3000 Hz.
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Figure 13. Percent error in kinetic energy density calculations with 8 in and 24 in spacing, for the two and three mic
case. The third mic is placed as previously explained. The blue line shows the percent error of traditional method
calculations, and the red line shows for the PAGE method. The traditional method falls off as the frequency
increases, and the PAGE method has a much smaller error. Adding in a third microphone reduces the percent error
of calculations as 20%.
Figure 13

and Figure 14 show the percent error relative to the analytical values of the traditional

and PAGE methods. The potential energy calculations are similar to the active intensity
measurements, where the traditional method falls of quickly, and the kinetic energy stays
alongside the analytical values. While there is still error in the PAGE method, adding in a third
microphone greatly reduces the percent error of the measurements. The potential energy,
however, has equal error across the frequency bandwidth in both the traditional and PAGE
2
methods, because of their dependence on 𝑃rms
.
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Figure 14. Percent error in potential energy density calculations with 8 in and 24 in spacing, for the two and three
mic case. The third mic is placed as previously explained. The blue line shows the percent error of traditional
method calculations, and the red line shows for the PAGE method. As previously explained, the traditional and
2
PAGE methods both return the same values for potential energy, because of their reliance on 𝑃rms
.

Figure 15

displays the decibel error in the impedance measurements, for the two-microphone and

three-microphone case, with total microphone spacing being 24 inches. Considering calculations
with the traditional method, introducing a third microphone causes the error to spike more often
and to more extremes. These spikes correspond to the harmonics caused by the SNF.
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Figure 15. Decibel error in impedance calculations, for the two-microphone and three-microphone case for total
microphone spacing of 24 in. The traditional error displays spikes in the error, where the calculations oftentimes
reach values on the order of 105 . This is much higher than the expected value of 𝜌0 𝑐. The PAGE method, while not
calculating exactly to that value, stays consistent with its calculations. It doesn’t seem that including a third
microphone effects the accuracy of the PAGE method when calculating impedance.

From what can be seen in this section, using two microphones is a more effective while using the
traditional method, and three microphones is better for using the PAGE method. For the
traditional method, using a third microphone introduces more error than was calculated using just
two microphones. While using the PAGE method, the error is significantly reduced for active
intensity and kinetic energy. The impedance is unaffected.
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3.2.2 Reactive Intensity
Theoretically, the reactive intensity should be zero for a plane wave. However, we see non-zero
values as calculated by the PAGE method. This could be due to cross-modes being excited by
the broadband noise, and the tube not being totally anechoic. Another possible reasons is because
the tube is not in an environment void of ambient noise. The presence of standing waves, even
with the anechoic end attached, could be reason for these non-zero values. While these are ideas
on why the reactive intensity calculations are inaccurate, the reasoning behind it is still being
investigated.
The reactive intensity’s analytical are being calculated using an ambient sound measurement in
the plane wave tube. There may be some resonance inside due to ambient noise, and that would
explain why the reactive intensity as calculated by the traditional and PAGE methods do not
result in values of zero.
For now, a representation of the reactive intensity due to ambient noise is present in Figure 16.
Further investigation is being done to understand the reactive intensity better.
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Figure 16. These figures display the reactive intensity for the non-driven tube, as calculated using microphone
spacing of 2, 12, and 72 in. The analytical value, being negative infinity on a logarithmic scale, is not shown.
Because there is ambient noise outside the tube, there will not be non-zero reactive intensity. It can be seen that the
traditional and PAGE methods calculate the ambient active intensity very closely.
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Chapter 4
Conclusions
4.1 Conclusions
The evalualtion of the PAGE and traditional methods for calculating energy quantities has shown
that the PAGE method substantially extends the usable frequency bandwidth. This can be seen in
both the active and reactive intensities, as well as kinetic energy, potential energy, and
impedance. As the frequency increases, it can be seen that the PAGE method calculations result
in values very consistent with the analytical results, with minimal error. On the other hand, the
traditional method begins to fall off and become more inaccurate as the frequency increases.
Even as the microphone spacing becomes very large compared to the wavelength, the PAGEcalculated intensity stays with the analytical value, while the traditional method falls away. This
is the case with active intensity, kinetic energy, and impedance. Potential energy follows well for
both traditional and PAGE method calculations, because both methods calculate potential energy
proportional to 𝑃2rms .
While using pressure from two microphones is sufficient to get an accurate estimation of these
energy quantities, results show using the pressure measurements from three microphones makes
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the intensity calculations more precise. From this, it can be concluded that using an actual
measurement for the pressure halfway between the two microphones results in a more accurate
calculation of intensity.

4.2 Future Work
It is currently being investigated why the reactive intensity is non-zero for the plane wave case.
Phase wrapping relies on the nature of the broadband nature of the signal as utilized in this work.
A big question now is whether or not the phase unwrapping will work for a narrowband or tone
signals. A more effective phase wrapping algorithm would improve the results obtained
At the conclusion of this work, data was taken in a standing-wave environment by removing the
anechoic termination and replacing it with a rigid termination. It is left to a future work to
analyze the data and investigate further the standing wave case for acoustic intensity.
The PAGE method has been used in making calculations for acoustic energy and similar
quantities. It would be interesting to apply PAGE processing to beamforming and nearfield
acoustical holography. It is left to another work to make these investigations.
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Appendix A: Data File Description
_____________________
Unless otherwise specified, all measurements were made through AFR at 1.00 A, with the
anechoic termination on the tube.
Plane Wave Tube 6-09





ID003: 4 mics, 2-4-6in spacing, broadband noise
ID004: 4 mics, 2-4-6in spacing, 100-2000Hz filter
ID005: 4 mics, 2-4-6in spacing, broadband noise, rigid end
ID006: 4 mics, 2-4-6in spacing, 100-2000Hz filter, rigid end

Anomaly Investigation 6-20









ID001: 4 mics, 2-4-6in spacing, broadband noise, .5 Amp
ID002: 4 mics, 2-4-6in spacing, 100-800Hz filter, .5 Amp
ID003: 4 mics, 2-4-6in spacing, broadband noise, .25 Amp
ID004: 4 mics, 2-4-6in spacing, broadband noise, .75 Amp
ID005: 4 mics, 2-4-6in spacing, 100-800Hz filter, .25 Amp
ID006: 4 mics, 2-4-6in spacing, 100-800Hz filter, .75 Amp
ID007: 4 mics, 2-4in spacing with 1 mic in anechoic termination, broadband noise
ID008: 4 mics, 2-4in spacing with 1 mic in anechoic termination, 100-800Hz filter

More Tests 6-22









ID001: 4 mics, ch.0 1.5in from source, speaker removed from tube, .25 Amp
ID002: 4 mics, ch.0 3in from source, speaker removed from tube, .25 Amp
ID003: 4 mics, ch.0 25cm from source, speaker removed from tube, .25 Amp
ID004: 4 mics, no source, all mics inside tube
ID005: 4 mics, ch.0 2mm outside tube with hole closed, no source
ID006: 4 mics, ch.0 close near speaker, no source
ID007: 4 mics, ch.0 6in from source inside tube, no source
ID008: 4 mics, ch.0 in anechoic termination, no source
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PULSE Tests 6-24


ID001: 4mics, 2-4-6in spacing, broadband noise, PULSE

Insulated Driver 6-30 and 7-6




ID001:4 mics, 2-4-6in spacing, broadband noise, cavity stuffed with fibrous material,
plug near driver removed
ID002: 4 mics, 2-4-6in spacing, broadband noise, cavity stuffed more with fibrous
material
ID008: 4 mics, 2-4-6in spacing, broadband noise, cavity stuffed with fibrous material

7mic Array 7-14





ID001: 7 mics, 4in spacing, broadband noise
ID002: 7 mics, 4in spacing, no signal
ID003: 7 mics, 12in spacing, no signal
ID004: 7 mics, 12in spacing, broadband noise

Measurements with Kestrel 7-15






ID001: 4 mics, 2,4,6in spacing, broadband noise
ID002: 7 mics, 12in spacing, broadband noise
ID003: 7 mics, 4in spacing, broadband noise
ID004: 7 mics, 4in spacing, no signal,
ID005: 4 mics, 2,4,6 spacing backwards with mics 4,5,6,7, broadband noise

Anechoic Kestrel Test 7-18:







ID001: 4 mics, 2,4,6in spacing, broadband noise
ID002: 4 mics, 2,4,6in spacing, no signal
ID003: 7 mics, 4in spacing, broadband
ID004: 7 mics, 4in spacing, no signal
ID005: 7 mics, 12in spacing, broadband
ID006: 7 mics, 12in spacing, no signal

Rigid Termination 7-27:




ID001: 4 mics, 2-4-6in spacing, broadband noise, 1st mic 6in from driver
ID002: 4 mics, 2-4-6in spacing, broadband noise, 1st mic 46in from driver
ID003: 4 mics, 2-4-6in spacing, broadband noise, 1st mic 93in from driver
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ID004: 7 mics, 4in spacing, broadband noise, 1st mic 82in from driver
ID005: 7 mics, 4in spacing, broadband noise, 1st mic 40in from driver
ID006: 7 mics, 4in spacing, broadband noise, 1st mic 7in from driver
ID007: 7 mics, 2in spacing, broadband noise, 1st mic 7in from driver
ID008: 7mics, 12in spacing, broadband noise, 1st mic 36in from driver

Rigid Termination Ambient 8-3:









ID001: 4 mics, 2-4-6in spacing, no signal, 1st mic 6in from driver
ID002: 4 mics, 2-4-6in spacing, no signal, 1st mic 46in from driver
ID003: 4 mics, 2-4-6in spacing, no signal, 1st mic 93in from driver
ID004: 7 mics, 4in spacing, no signal, 1st mic 82in from driver
ID005: 7 mics, 4in spacing, no signal, 1st mic 40in from driver
ID006: 7 mics, 4in spacing, no signal, 1st mic 7in from driver
ID007: 7 mics, 2in spacing, no signal, 1st mic 7in from driver
ID008: 7mics, 12in spacing, no signal, 1st mic 36in from driver

To use measured data through Intensity Wrapper_PlaneWave_dh:
1) Ensure that on line 26, dataDir = ‘Path to Data’.
2) Using log file from data, update lines 13, 14, 15 with corresponding values. Line 13 is the
temperature in Celcius, line 14 is the relative humidity in percent, line 15 is the
atmospheric pressure measured in kPa.
3) Line 29 should have the mics you want to look at. This code can handle 2 or 3 mics at a
time. The microphones are numbered starting at 0, with the lower numbers being closer
to the speaker.
a. If using three mic processing, the three mics should be equally spaced apart.
4) Line 30 should be the data set you want to process, which corresponds to this number in
the data set name: ID005.
5) Line 33 should be adjusted to reflect the spacing between the two mics, or when
considering the three-mic case, it should be the spacing between the middle mic and one
of the outside mics.
6) Lines 127, 144, and 160 should be adjusted to describe which data set is being processed.
I.e. what is the microphone spacing, and how many mics were used in the processing.
7) For Intensity_Wrapper_StandingWave_m, input the corresponding r-value from the
spreadsheet.
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Figures that will be produced:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

Autospectrum of the data processed.
Analytical, traditional, and PAGE method active intensity calculations.
Direction of wave propagation, calculated by traditional and PAGE method.
Analytical, traditional, and PAGE method reactive intensity calculations.
Relative error in intensity calculations, as functions of frequency and wave number.
Potential and Kinetic Energy calculations for PAGE and traditional methods.
Impedance calculated analytically, traditionally, and by the PAGE method. Includes
magnitude vs frequency and phase.
8) Error plots of kinetic and potential energy densities, as well as impedance.
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Appendix B: MATLAB Code
The following programs were written in MATLAB to process the data that was measured by the
pressure microphones. Intensity_Wrapper_PlaneWave_dh.m was the program written to utilize
the other functions as set forth in this appendix. intensity_estimates_func.m was written by Ben
Christensen, and both computeBlockFFt.m and binefileload.m were written by Kent Gee.

B.1 Intensity_Wrapper_PlaneWave_dh.m
%% TEST intensity_estimates_func() (ief)
% This code generates simulated data from a plane wave propagating in the
% +y direction and feeds the data into the intensity_estimates_func() to
% see if the correct values for the equilateral triangle probe are achieved
% for the various energy quantities.
% Modified July 2016 for 1d 3 mic probe - TBN
%clear;
clearvars -except Intensity4 Intensity8 Intensity12 Intensity24 Intensity36
close all;
addpath 'P:\MATLAB\Code Directory'
% addpath '/Users/traci/Matlab/Intensity - Daxton'
% addpath '/Users/traci/Matlab/jet_research/GeneralCoreFiles'
%myFigureDefaults(1,'lg') % For papers Set text scaling to 1 and text to 'lg' style
%% Define Constants
Iref = 1e-12;
Pref = 20e-6;
rho = 1.21;
Tc = 22.5; %Measured Temperature
rh = 41.3; %Measured Relative Humidity
rho = 1.21; % kg/m^3
c = 343;
P0hpa = 862.0; %Measured pressure ???
P0atm = P0hpa /101.325; %???
Tk = Tc + 273.15;
%calculate sound speed
h = rh/100/P0atm*10^(-6.386*((273.16/Tk)^1.261)+4.6151);
cdry = 331*sqrt(Tk/273.15);
c = cdry*(1+0.16*h);
%% Select channels, ID num and spacing
%dataDir = '';
dataDir = 'P:\MATLAB\Data\Anechoic Kestrel Test 7-18';
ch = [0,6];%2,3]; % channel numbers
IDnum = 5;% ID number
IDstr = 'ID';
spacing = 72;% in inches
totalspacing = spacing *2;
IDnumamb = IDnum+1;
% Position of probe
ppos = [0,1,0]; % (m)
% distance from
a = 0.0254*spacing; % in m
% Probe geometry
if length(ch) == 2
probe_config = [ 0 0 0
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0 a 0];
elseif length(ch) == 3
probe_config = [0 -a 0
0 0 0
0 a 0];
end
% Equilateral trangle 2d probe
% probe_config = a*[0,0,0;...
%
0,-1,0;...
%
-sqrt(3)/2,1/2,0;...
%
sqrt(3)/2,1/2,0];
rvec = repmat(ppos,size(probe_config,1),1)+probe_config;
% We only need the y component because it is a plane wave
y_mic = rvec(:,2);
% Set up the wavenumber k
fs = 50000;
ns = 25000;
df = fs/ns;
% fss = 0:df:(fs/2-df);
w = hann(ns);
W = mean(w.*conj(w));
% Used to scale the ASD for energy conservation
% One-dimensional probe
% deltaR = r(ch(3)+1,:) - r(ch(1)+1,:);
% R = deltaR(2); % For a 1-d probe along the y axis
for jch = 1:length(ch)
x = binfileload(dataDir,IDstr,IDnum,ch(jch));
N = length(x);
[Xss(jch,:,:),numblocks,fss] = computeBlockFFt_dh(x,ns,w,W,fs);
% Xss has dimensions numchannels x numfreqs x numblocks - TBN
% When time-averaging, the sum is over blocks NOT freqs
end
% for ambient conditions
% for jch = 1:length(ch)
%
y = binfileload(dataDir,IDstr,IDnumamb,ch(jch));
%
N = length(x);
%
[XssAmb(jch,:,:),numblocks,fss] = computeBlockFFt_dh(y,ns,w,W,fs);
%
% Xss has dimensions numchannels x numfreqs x numblocks - TBN
%
% When time-averaging, the sum is over blocks NOT freqs
% end
k = 2*pi*fss/c;
Xss = permute(Xss,[1 3 2]);
% XssAmb = permute(XssAmb,[1 3 2]);
% Check the spectral levels - TBN
XssdB = 20*log10(squeeze(rms(Xss,2)/Pref));
figure()
semilogx(fss,XssdB(1,:))
hold on
semilogx(fss,XssdB(2,:))
if length(ch) >=3
semilogx(fss,XssdB(3,:))
end
%semilogx(f,20*log10(rms(Xss(4,:,:),3)/pref))
legend('1','2','3','4')
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)')
ylabel('SPL (dBre 20 \muPa')
title({'Insulated Driver'})
xlim([min(fss) 4e3])
ylim([0 95])
grid on
%% Test intensity_estimates_func
[TRAD,PAGE] = intensity_estimates_func_dh(fss,Xss,probe_config,rho,c,1);
% [TRADAmb,PAGEAmb] = intensity_estimates_func_dh(fss,XssAmb,probe_config,rho,c,1);
Intensity4 = 10*log10(PAGE.Imag/Iref);
%Analytical Plane Wave
P2 = squeeze(abs(Xss(2,:,:)));
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Prms = rms(P2,1); % mean of the average pressures over blocks for center microphone, one value
for each frequency - TBN
IaAn = Prms.^2/rho/c;
IaAndB = 10*log10(IaAn/Iref);
%% Analytical Standing Wave
% Whatever code is needed to solve for an analytical standing wave
%% % plot Active Intensities figure
PAGE.IdB = 10*log10((PAGE.Imag)/Iref);
TRAD.IdB = 10*log10((TRAD.Imag)/Iref);
plot(fss,IaAndB,'Color','k')
hold on
plot(fss,TRAD.IdB(1,:),'Color','b')
plot(fss,PAGE.IdB(1,:),'Color','r')
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)')
ylabel('Intensity (dB re 1pW/m^2)')
xlim([min(fss) 4e3])
ylim([0 100])
grid on
legend('Analytical','Traditional','PAGE')
title(['Active Intensity Calculations, ',num2str(spacing),'in Mic Spacing,
',num2str(length(ch)),' mics'])% ???
%% plot direction
figure()
plot(fss,TRAD.Idir(1,:)*180/pi,'Color','b')
hold on
plot(fss,PAGE.Idir(1,:)*180/pi,'Color','r')
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)')
ylabel('Intensity Direction (\circ)')
xlim([20 4e3])
ylim([-180 180])
legend('Traditional','PAGE')
ax = gca;
ax.YTick = [-180 -90 0 90 180];
grid on
title(['Direction, ',num2str(spacing),'in Mic Spacing, ',num2str(length(ch)),' mics'])
%% PLot Reactive Intensities
figure()
% IrAndB = 10*log10((PAGEAmb.Qmag)/Iref);
PAGE.QdB = 10*log10((PAGE.Qmag)/Iref);
TRAD.QdB = 10*log10((TRAD.Qmag)/Iref);
plot(fss,TRAD.QdB(1,:),'Color','b')
hold on
plot(fss,PAGE.QdB(1,:),'Color','r')
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)')
ylabel('Intensity (dB re 1pW/m^2)')
xlim([min(fss) 4e3])
%ylim([0 100])
grid on
legend('Traditional','PAGE')% Can add in analytical
title(['Reactive Intensity Calculations, ',num2str(spacing),'in Mic Spacing,
',num2str(length(ch)),' mics'])
%% Plot Error:
ErrorPAGE = IaAndB - PAGE.IdB;
ErrorTRAD = IaAndB - TRAD.IdB;
figure()
plot(fss,ErrorTRAD,'Color','b')
hold on
plot(fss,ErrorPAGE,'Color','r')
legend('traditional','PAGE')
xlim([20 4e3])
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)')
ylabel('Error (dB re 1pW/m^2)')
title(['Error in I_a Calculations, ',num2str(spacing),'in Mic Spacing, ',num2str(length(ch)),'
mics',' (dB)'])
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grid on
figure()
kd = 2*pi*fss/c;
plot(k,ErrorTRAD)
hold on
plot(k,ErrorPAGE)
legend('Traditional','PAGE')
xlabel('Wave Number(kd)')
ylabel('Error (dB re 1pW/m^2)')
title(['Error in I_a Measurement vs. Wavenumber, ',num2str(spacing),'in Mic Spacing,
',num2str(length(ch)),' mics'])
grid on
%% Plot Energy
EkAn = Prms.^2/2/rho/c^2;
EpAn = Prms.^2/2/rho/c^2;
figure()
semilogy(fss,EpAn,'Color','k')
hold on
semilogy(fss,TRAD.Ep,'Color','b')
semilogy(fss,PAGE.Ep,'Color','r')
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)')
ylabel('Potential Energy Density (J/m^2)')
xlim([min(fss) 4e3])
ylim([1e-16 1e-5])
grid on
legend('Analytical','Traditional','PAGE')
title(['Potential Energy Calculations, ',num2str(spacing),'in Mic Spacing,
',num2str(length(ch)),' mics'])
figure()
semilogy(fss,EkAn,'Color','k')
hold on
semilogy(fss,TRAD.Ek,'Color','b')
semilogy(fss,PAGE.Ek,'Color','r')
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)')
ylabel('Kinetic Energy Density(J/m^2)')
xlim([min(fss) 4e3])
ylim([1e-16 1e-5])
legend('Analytical','Traditional','PAGE')
title(['Kinetic Energy Calculations, ',num2str(spacing),'in Mic Spacing, ',num2str(length(ch)),'
mics'])
grid on
%% Calculate Energy Error and plot
EperrorPAGE = (EpAn - PAGE.Ep)./EpAn*100;
EkerrorPAGE = (EkAn - PAGE.Ek)./EkAn*100;
EperrorTRAD = (EpAn - TRAD.Ep)./EpAn*100;
EkerrorTRAD = (EkAn - TRAD.Ek)./EkAn*100;
figure()
plot(fss,EperrorTRAD,'Color','b')
hold on
plot(fss,EperrorPAGE,'Color','r')
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)')
ylabel('Percent Error (%)')
xlim([min(fss) 4e3])
ylim([-10 10])
legend('Traditional','PAGE')
title(['Percent Error in E_p Calculations, ',num2str(spacing),'in Mic Spacing,
',num2str(length(ch)),' mics'])
grid on
figure()
plot(fss,EkerrorTRAD,'Color','b')
hold on
plot(fss,EkerrorPAGE,'Color','r')
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)')
ylabel('Percent Error (%)')
xlim([min(fss) 4e3])
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ylim([-10 110])
legend('Traditional','PAGE')
title(['Percent Error in E_k Calculations, ',num2str(spacing),'in Mic Spacing,
',num2str(length(ch)),' mics'])
grid on
%% Calculate and Plot Impedance
clear angle;
% plane wave analytic impedance
zAn = rho * c * TRAD.I(2,:) ./ TRAD.I(2,:);
% standing wave analytic impedance
ztrad = rho * (TRAD.I(2,:) + 1i*TRAD.Q(2,:))/2./TRAD.Ek;
zPAGE = rho * (PAGE.I(2,:) + 1i*PAGE.Q(2,:))/2./PAGE.Ek;
% phase
zradtrad = angle(ztrad);
zdegtrad = zradtrad*pi/180;
zradpage = angle(zPAGE);
zdegpage = zradpage*pi/180;
% magnitude
zPAGEmag = abs(zPAGE);
ztradmag = abs(ztrad);
%Plot Impedance
figure()
plot(fss,zAn,'Color','k')
hold on
plot(fss,ztradmag,'Color','b')
plot(fss,zPAGEmag,'Color','r')
%plot(f,abs(Ir)) % to add reactive intensity
ylabel('Magnitude (Pa.s/m^3)')
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)')
xlim([20 4e3])
ylim([200 1000])
legend('Analytical','Traditional','PAGE')
title(['Impedance Magnitude, ',num2str(spacing),'in Mic Spacing, ',num2str(length(ch)),' mics'])
grid on
zerrorTRAD = abs(zAn - ztradmag);
zerrorPAGE = abs(zAn - zPAGEmag);
figure()
plot(fss,zerrorTRAD,'Color','b')
hold on
plot(fss,zerrorPAGE,'Color','r')
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)')
ylabel('Percent Error (%)')
xlim([min(fss) 4e3])
ylim([-10 110])
legend('Traditional','PAGE')
title(['Error in Z Calculations (dB), ',num2str(spacing),'in Mic Spacing, ',num2str(length(ch)),'
mics'])
grid on
% Plot phase difference
figure()
plot(fss,zdegtrad)
hold on
plot(fss,zdegpage)
legend('Traditional','PAGE')
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)')
ylabel('Phase (\circ)')
xlim([20 4e3])
ylim([-.06 .06])
grid on
title(['Impedance Phase, ',num2str(spacing),'in Mic Spacing, ',num2str(length(ch)),' mics'])
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B.2 intensity_estimates_func.m
function [FD,PAGE] = intensity_estimates_func(fss,Xss,probe_config,rho,c,opt)
%{
This function calculates estimated intensity vectors from multi-microphone
intensity probes given single-sided ffts
FD - short Finite Difference
PAGE - short for Phase and Amplitude Gradient Estimates
INPUTS:
fss - single-sided frequency array corresponding to Xss
Xss - matrix of blocked, single-sided ffts, organized as:
[CH_number,block_number,sample]
For example, the FFT of the 2nd microphone's 15th block would be:
Xss(2,15,:)
The ffts should already be scaled correctly so that when two ffts are
multiplied, the result is a cross-spectrum. The order of the channels
should correspond to the configuration variable: probe_config
probe_config - An nx3 matrix, where n is the number of channels per probe.
contains location of each microphone relative to the geometric center of
the probe, in [x,y,z]
rho - Density of Air
c - Speed of sound
opt.un_wrap - Boolean option to turn on phase unwrapping with the PAGE
method - for increased upper frequency limit. Default is true.
OUTPUT: two structures, FD and PAGE, representing two separate methods of
estimating acoustic intensity. Both contain the following variables:
I - Active time averaged intensity
Q - Reactive time averaged intensity
Ep - Potential energy density (same for FD and PAGE)
Ek - Kinetic energy density
E - Total energy density (Ep + Ek)
EL - Lagrangian energy density (Ek - Ep)
%}
if nargin < 6 %Checks to see if there options applied
opt = true;
end
omega = 2*pi.*fss;
size_fft = size(Xss);
numblocks = size_fft(2);
numCH = size_fft(1);
numsamp = 2*size_fft(3);
%%%The following calculates X ,and the pseudo inverse of X
%%%used in calculating least-squares estimates for FD and PAGE methods
%%%See write-up for more details on this and following processing techniques
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numdif = (numCH^2-numCH)/2;
index = 1;
X = zeros(numdif,3);
for ii = 1:numCH
for jj = ii+1:numCH
X(index,:) = probe_config(jj,:)-probe_config(ii,:);
index = index+1;
end
end
pinvX = pinv(X);
NF = c/max(squeeze(sqrt(X(:,1).^2+X(:,2).^2+X(:,3).^2)))/2; %finds the spatial Nyquist frequency
%%%Initializing of variables
Ifdpre = zeros(numblocks,3,numsamp/2);
Qfdpre = Ifdpre;
fd = zeros(3,numsamp/2);
p = zeros(numCH,numsamp/2);
pdiff = zeros(numdif,numsamp/2);
transdiff2avg = zeros(numblocks,numdif,numsamp/2);
P02avg = zeros(numblocks,numsamp/2);
psq2avg = P02avg;
usq2avg = zeros(numblocks,3,numsamp/2);
u = zeros(3,numsamp/2);
%%% H1 = <Gyx>/<Gxx>
Gxx = mean(conj(Xss).*Xss,2);
TF = zeros([numdif,numsamp/2]);
count = 1;
for ii = 1:numCH
for jj = (ii+1):numCH
TF(count,:) = squeeze(mean(conj(Xss(jj,:,:)).*Xss(ii,:,:),2))'./squeeze(Gxx(ii,:));
count = count + 1;
end
end
%%%The following calculates the FD intensities of each block, along with
%%%the transfer functions and Po.
for m = 1:numblocks
p = squeeze(Xss(:,m,:));
index = 1;
for ii = 1:numCH
for jj = ii+1:numCH
transdiff2avg(m,index,:) = p(jj,:)./p(ii,:); %Calculates the transfer functions - for
PAGE method
pdiff(index,:) = p(jj,:) - p(ii,:);%calculates the differences in complex pressures for the FD method
index = index+1;
end
end
grad_p = pinvX*pdiff;

%

%

if probe_config(1,:)==zeros(1,3); %If there is a microphone at the center of the probe
p0 = p(1,:);%the complex p0 - for fd
P0 = abs(p(1,:));%abs p0 - for PAGE
'mic at center'
else %If there is NOT a microphone at the center of the probe
p0 = mean(p,1);
P0 = sqrt(mean(abs(p).^2,1));
'mic NOT at center'
end
P02avg(m,:) = P0;

for n = 1:numsamp/2
fd(:,n) = conj(1j/(omega(n)*rho)*grad_p(:,n))*p0(n); %Calculates intensities with FD
method
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u(:,n) = 1j/(omega(n)*rho)*grad_p(:,n);
end
Ifdpre(m,:,:) = real(fd); %the real intensity of each block through the FD method
Qfdpre(m,:,:) = imag(fd);
usq2avg(m,:,:) = abs(u.*conj(u)); %Define u^2 and p^2 for FD energy quantities
psq2avg(m,:) = P0.*conj(P0);%p0.*conj(p0);%Accurate at higher frequencies if P0 instead of p0
end
%%%Averages all the transfer functions
transdiffavg = squeeze(mean(transdiff2avg,1));
%%%Unwraps phase component of averaged transfer functions
if opt
%
'Unwrapping Applied'
ind = find(fss>=min(1000,NF),1);
unwraplim = round(ind); % When should we unwrap?
phidiff = [-angle(TF(:,1:unwraplim)),unwrap(-angle(TF(:,unwraplim+1:end)),[],2)];
else
%
'No unwrap'
phidiff = -angle(TF);
end
%%OPTIONAL plots transfer functions
% the_pi = pi*ones(length(phidiff(1,:)));
% figure(1)
% for xx = 1:6
%
subplot(3,2,xx)
%
plot(fss,phidiff(xx,:),fss,-angle(transdiffavg(xx,:)),fss,the_pi,'--k',fss,-the_pi,'--k')
%
xlim([0,20000])
% end
%%%Finds the least-squares estimate of the phase gradient
grad_phi = pinvX*phidiff;
%%%Finds the pressure amplitudes by removing the phase components
P = zeros(size(p));
phi0 = P;
Pdiff = zeros(size(pdiff));
P2avg = zeros(numblocks,numCH,numsamp/2);
for m = 1:numblocks
p = squeeze(Xss(:,m,:));
for ii = 1:numCH
phi0(ii,:) = -angle(p(ii,:).*exp(1j.*probe_config(ii,:)*grad_phi));
end
if probe_config(1,:)==zeros(1,3);
phi00 = phi0(1,:);
%
phi00 = angle(p(1,:));
% Using different
phi00
else
phi00 = mean(phi0,1);
end
for ii = 1:numCH
phitot = phi00+probe_config(ii,:)*grad_phi;
P2avg(m,ii,:) = real(p(ii,:).*exp(1j*phitot));
%ADDED real
%
P2avg(m,ii,:) = abs(p(ii,:));
end
end
%%%Averages the pressure amplitudes
P = squeeze(mean(P2avg,1));
%%%Finds the least-squares estimate of the amplitude gradient
index = 1;
for ii = 1:numCH
for jj = ii+1:numCH
Pdiff(index,:) = P(jj,:) - P(ii,:);
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index = index+1;
end
end
grad_P = pinvX*Pdiff;
%Finds the average pressure-amplitude of the center of the probe
P0sqav = mean(P02avg.^2,1);
%Calculates the intensities using the PAGE method.
IPAGE = zeros(3,numsamp/2);
PAGEu = IPAGE;
QPAGE = IPAGE;
for n = 1:numsamp/2;
IPAGE(:,n) = 1./(omega(n)*rho).*P0sqav(n).*grad_phi(:,n); %Puts together the final PAGE
intensities
QPAGE(:,n) = -1./(omega(n)*rho).*sqrt(P0sqav(n)).*grad_P(:,n);
PAGEu(:,n) = 1/(omega(n)*rho).*(sqrt(P0sqav(n)).*grad_phi(:,n)+1j*grad_P(:,n)); %u as
calculated through PAGE - for energy quantities
end
%%%Averages the blocked FD intensities
Ifd = squeeze(mean(Ifdpre,1));
Qfd = squeeze(mean(Qfdpre,1));
%Calculate Energy Density Quantities w/FD
psqavg = mean(psq2avg,1);
usqavg = squeeze(mean(usq2avg,1));
Ep = psqavg./(2*rho*c^2); %Potential Energy Density - same for FD and PAGE
EkFDvec = rho/2*usqavg;
EkFD= sum(EkFDvec,1); %Kinetic Energy Density
EFD = Ep+EkFD; %Total Energy Density
ELFD = EkFD - Ep; %Lagrangian Energy Density
%Calculated energy densities with PAGE (PAGE) method.
EkPAGEvec = rho/2 * real(PAGEu.*conj(PAGEu));
EkPAGEvec(:,1) = 0;
EkPAGE = sum(EkPAGEvec,1); %Kinetic Energy Density
EPAGE = Ep+EkPAGE; %Total Energy Density
ELPAGE = EkPAGE - Ep; %Lagrangian Energy Density
% calculates magnitudes of active intensity vectors
% Ifdmag = squeeze(sqrt(Ifd(1,:).^2 +Ifd(2,:).^2+Ifd(3,:).^2));
% IPAGEmag = squeeze(sqrt(IPAGE(1,:).^2 +IPAGE(2,:).^2+IPAGE(3,:).^2));
Ifdmag = squeeze(sqrt(real(Ifd(1,:)).^2 +real(Ifd(2,:)).^2+real(Ifd(3,:)).^2));
IPAGEmag = squeeze(sqrt(real(IPAGE(1,:)).^2 +real(IPAGE(2,:)).^2+real(IPAGE(3,:)).^2));
IPAGEmag(1) = 0;
% Calculate magnitude of reactive intensity vectors
Qfdmag = squeeze(sqrt(real(Qfd(1,:)).^2 +real(Qfd(2,:)).^2+real(Qfd(3,:)).^2));
QPAGEmag = squeeze(sqrt(real(QPAGE(1,:)).^2 +real(QPAGE(2,:)).^2+real(QPAGE(3,:)).^2));
% finds the angle (in radians) of the intensity vector (in x-y plane)
Ifdx = Ifd(1,:);
Ifdy = Ifd(2,:);
IPAGEx = IPAGE(1,:);
IPAGEy = IPAGE(2,:);
Ifddir = atan2(Ifdy,Ifdx);
IPAGEdir = atan2(IPAGEy,IPAGEx);
Qfddir = angle(Qfd);
QPAGEdir = angle(QPAGE);
%Create structure with all the variables
FD.I = Ifd;
FD.Q = Qfd;
FD.Ep = Ep;
FD.Ek = EkFD;
FD.E = EFD;
FD.EL = ELFD;
FD.Imag = Ifdmag;
FD.Idir = Ifddir;
FD.Qmag = Qfdmag;
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FD.Qdir = Qfddir;
PAGE.I = IPAGE;
PAGE.Q = QPAGE;
PAGE.Ep = Ep;
PAGE.Ek = EkPAGE;
PAGE.E = EPAGE;
PAGE.EL = ELPAGE;
PAGE.Imag = IPAGEmag;
PAGE.Idir = IPAGEdir;
PAGE.Qmag = QPAGEmag;
PAGE.Qdir = QPAGEdir;
PAGE.NF = NF;
PAGE.TFphase = phidiff;

B.3 computeBlockFFt.m
function [Xss,numblocks,f] = computeBlockFFt(data,ns,w,W,fs)
% INPUT:
% data is the time domain data. It should be a single vector. This is the
% converted binary file.
% ns is the blocksize
% w is the window
% W is the weight (W = mean(W.^2))
% OUTPUT:
% Xss is the single sided scaled data
% numblocks is the number of blocks that the data was broken up into
% Make sure that the is in the right format.
if size(data,1) == 1 && size(data,2) > 1
data = data';
end
%%% ZERO MEAN
data = data-mean(data);
%%% LENGTH OF DATA
N = length(data);
%%% NUMBER OF BLOCKS
numblocks = floor(2*N/ns-1);
%%% CHUNK DATA
blockData = [reshape(data(1:((numblocks)*ns/2)),[ns/2,(numblocks)])',...
reshape(data((1:((numblocks)*ns/2))+ns/2),[ns/2,numblocks])']';
blockData = blockData.*repmat(w,[1,numblocks]);
clear data x1
[m,n] = size(blockData);
X = zeros(m,n);
%%% FFT
for i=1:numblocks;
X(:,i) = fft(blockData(:,i));
end
f = fs*(0:ns/2-1)/ns;
%%% Scale data so that conj(Xss).*Xss = Gxx
Xss = X(1:floor(ns/2),:)/ns*sqrt(2/W);
% plot(f,abs(Xss(:,1)))
% change the second dimension to extract the corresponding fft column
end
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B.4 binfileload.m
function x = binfileload( path, IDname,IDnum,CHnum,N,Nstart )
%x = binfileload( path, IDname,IDnum,CHnum,N,Nstart )
% This function loads single-precision, little-endian binary files without header information.
% The file name has the format: IDnameIDnum_CHnum.bin, where IDnum and CHnum have %03.0f format.
% Example: % ID001_004.bin
% path: file path, e.g., 'C:\Data'
% IDname: Root test name, e.g., 'ID'
% IDnum: Test number, e.g., 4
% CHnum: Channel number, e.g., 12
% Nstart: number of samples to offset from beginning of file. Default is beginning of file
% N: Number of samples to read. Default is the entire file
% KLG, 11/14/13
if nargin<6
Nstart=0;
end
if nargin<5
N=inf;
end
filename=[path,'\',IDname,sprintf('%03.0f',IDnum),'_',sprintf('%03.0f',CHnum),'.bin'];
% Read in data
fid=fopen(filename,'r');
Nstart=Nstart*4;
% Convert from samples to bytes
fseek(fid,Nstart,'bof');
x=fread(fid,N,'single');
fclose(fid);
end
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